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From theÂ New York TimesÂ bestselling author of The Songs of Jesus Timothy Keller comes the

definitive Christian book on why bad things happen and how we should respond to them. The

question of why God would allow pain and suffering in the world has vexed believers and

nonbelievers for millennia. Timothy Keller, whose books have sold millions of copies to both

religious and secular readers, takes on this enduring issue and shows that there is meaning and

reason behind our pain and suffering, making a forceful and ground-breaking case that this

essential part of the human experience can be overcome only by understanding our relationship

with God.Â  As the pastor of Redeemer Presbyterian Church in Manhattan, Timothy Keller is known

for his unique insights into religion and culture. Keller's series of books has guided countless

readers in their spiritual journeys.Â Walking with God through Pain and SufferingÂ uses biblical

wisdom and personal stories of overcoming adversity to bring a much-needed, fresh viewpoint to

this important issue.
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As someone who has experienced a tremendous amount of loss, grief, pain, and suffering I was

excited for Tim's book on suffering to arrive. Tim Keller has also suffered much, and thus speaks

with credibility as a fellow sufferer in the journey of life where there are many hills and valleys along

the way.Keller divides the book into three parts based on the biblical metaphor where suffering is

described as a "fiery furnace." Fire is an image used throughout the Bible as an image describing

the torment and pain of suffering. The Bible speaks frequently of troubles and trials as "walking



through the fire," a "fiery ordeal", and a "fiery furnace."Therefore, Keller builds his themes around

this image. In Part One Keller considers the furnace from the outside of us. He tackles "the

phenomenon of human suffering, as well as the various ways that different cultures, religions, and

eras in history have sought to help people face and get through it [suffering]."In part two Keller

moves away from the theoretical realm and begins to hone in on the personal and character issues

that are developed when we suffer. He seeks to demonstrate that the common ways we handle

suffering via avoidance, denial, and despair are essentially to waste our suffering. On the other

hand, the Bible presents a balanced view in how to handle suffering in a step by step fashion.

Biblical truth is always balanced and faces hardships head-on because these are the fires that God

uses in our lives to mold our character and make us more like Christ.Part three is the most practical

part of the book. Suffering is actually designed by God to "refine us, not destroy us.

*****From such a gloomy and difficult topic as pain and suffering comes a beautiful, even glorious

book. This book is not mainly for theologians and seminarians (although they will appreciate it too)

but for laypeople and average Christian people--people like me. I am an ordinary Christian who has

never really understood or made full sense of the role that pain and suffering was intended to make

in my life. This book goes beyond this topic and for me gave meaning to my entire Christian

experience in a way that no other book ever has.I found my reading experience to not be grim and

boring (as I expected with such a topic) but intriguing and eventually fascinating because everything

I have been taught as a Christian came together and began to make sense. I initially purchased it

because I am going through an intensely painful illness and needed some encouragement. This

book provided it. It is not light reading, but it is important and meaningful reading; thus I would not

recommend it for someone who is grieving so deeply that they cannot focus enough to handle a

deep and intense book. But I would recommend it for those who love them.So much of what the

Bible says about suffering is against our Western culture's admonitions and we don't even realize it.

As Christians, we have even adopted a lot of these cultural beliefs. This book will pull you back into

a Biblical worldview and remind you of what you know to be true.The book is divided into three

parts. The first part of the book gives a background on pain and suffering, a general history of how

different cultures--including our culture--views suffering. There is some philosophy in this section,

and I found it a tad hard to get through. Persist, reader, as it is worth it!
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